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Player Wheelchair Speed Control km/h
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Controlling the speed
As the weight of the player affects the speed, the measurement shall be performed with the player on its chair. 
The player is responsible to show the maximum speed of the wheelchair with the player in the
chair and shall take into account: the weight of the player, the pressure of the tires, the temperature of
the motor, the load of the battery etc..
On the Speed Control System the player shall show the maximum speed of the wheelchair forwards.
The referees both shall measure 1 time with the speedometer and shall note the measured speeds of the 2 tests.
The referees shall ask the player how the speed setting of the wheelchair works and how it 
can be set at the maximum speed. They note the necessary things under ´remarks´.
The referees shall both check the maximum speed forwards (2 tests) by setting the 
maximum speed and by putting an elastic band around the joy-stick. They shall note
 the measured speeds on this form and control if these are the same speeds as the player has showed.
 In case a higher speed is measured, the player shall show the maximum speed once more. 
The highest measurered speed of all tests shall be circled around on this form.
The referees shall note clearly under remarks if the wheelchair has a maximum speed between 15.1 to 15.5 km/h 
and shall inform the player that during the games he/she is not allowed to drive the wheelchair over 15km/h.
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